weighting function for Φ and that g is a glb/F so that 'V and g satisfy a transformation formula like (1) . We can then discuss the possibility of obtaining a weighting function ' U for Φ o T such that a formula like (1) holds where f U plays the role of 'W and f(goT) plays the role of /. The principal theorem of this paper shows that such a 'U can be obtained if and only if f(go T) is μ-integrable; and, in case such a 'U does exist it is given by an explicit formula. Indeed we have (2 ) ' U(y, M) = lim* Σ k K2~* ' V(y, E(k, n, M)) a.e. λ on Y for every M in 2ft, where
E(k, n, M) = {xe X: k2~n ^ 'W(x, M) <(k + 1)2-}
for positive integers k and n. The theorem just described can be applied in more special settings to obtain some similar results. These theorems are, in a sense, lineal descendants of the theorem concerning the composition of absolutely continuous functions on intervals which was mentioned at the outset (see [1] ). Helsel and Levine proved in [7] that if two transformations T and Φ are absolutely continuous in the Banach sense (see [9] ) on suitable regions in the Euclidean plane then the composition Φ o T is absolutely continuous in the Banach sense if and only if the product (φΌT)T' is Lebesgue integrable over the domain of T; and, if ΦoT is absolutely continuous then (φoT) r = (ΦΌT)T'. In [11] Reichelderfer has generalized these results in two directions; the transformations in [11] are defined on suitable regions in Euclidean π-space and the concept of absolute continuity is broadened considerably. The concepts of "essential absolute continuity" and "essential jacobian" play a prominent part in [11] , In [6] Frazier has dealt with questions concerning the absolute continuity of the composition of transformations and the corresponding "chain rule" within the abstract setting described in [10] . The present paper deals with similar matters in a general measure-theoretic setting. In 3.6 we shall discuss briefly and informally the relationships among the results of these papers.
Finally we shall list the contents of the paper. The main theorem discussed above is presented early in § 1. The rest of § 1 is devoted to a byway; we assume that 'U is a weighting function for Φ o T and attempt to find weighting functions ' W for T and ' V for Φ such that 'U, 'W, and 'V are related to one another as in (2) above. The settings in which the "transformation theories" are developed in [10] and [4] are special instances of the setting of §1; in §2 we discuss the way in which the results of 1 lead to corresponding theorems in these two settings.
In § 3 the results of § 1 are applied in yet another special situation in order to obtain the principal consequence of the main theorem in § 1. The setting now is that of [10] . In this setting the "weight function" is the analogue of the "weighting function." We assume that W is a weight function for T and that V is a weight function for Φ, and, furthermore, that these weight functions belong to the special class discussed in §7 of [10] ; this special class includes all of the (nonnegative) admissible multiplicity functions of [9] and [11] which are the forerunners and analogues of weight functions in these earlier works. Now let / be a g.l.b. f.W and g be g.l.b. /. V. Thus W and / satisfy a formula like (1) and V and g satisfy a formula like (1) . The theorem in 3.5 below asserts that there is a weight function U' for φoT of the same special type such that f(g<> T) is a g.l.b. /. U if and only if f(goT) is integrable; again, a specific formula is given for U r . It is this theorem which has the main connection with past results.
We denote the set of integers by Z and the set of positive integers by Z + . As is customary, we put co . 0 = 0. I wish to thank the referee for his many helpful observations; in particular, he suggested a stronger version of the main theorem and has graciously permitted me to use his proof of this stronger version.
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The general "chain rule" theorem* 1. Much of the discussion in this section takes place in the setting established by imposing the standard hypotheses A0-A3. These hypotheses were first introduced in [4] . We list them for the reader's convenience.
Al. {S, 2JΪ, μ) is a σ-fϊnite, complete, positive measure space. A2. {X, 9i, v) is a σ-ίinite, complete, positive measure space. A3. T is a function (transformation) from S onto X. AO. 2t is a (J-ίield of subsets A of X having the following properties. 21 c^ and T~ι%= {T~ιA: Ae2ί}c3Ji. For each set N in Sft there is a set A in 21 such that NczA and VJV = vA. Also, © is a subfamily of W, having the property that T© = {TG: Ge ©} c3l.
In most of what follows, the last sentence of AO is not required. We denote by AO* the statement which is obtained from AO by deleting the last sentence of AO. It is plain that if A0*-A3 (that is, AO*, Al, A2 ? and A3) are satisfied then so are A0-A3 if we put ® = Γ^Sl.
The concept of weighting function was introduced in 4. (ii) the transformation formula holds for 'W and /; that is, let M be any set in 2Ji and let H be any real valued, 9ί-measurable function having domain X: then (Ho T)f is 5Dΐ-measurable (cf. 2.13 of [10] ) and (v) , and = \ (Ho T)fdμ . 
Proof. Let M be in 2K. Let N be any set in SR and let Λ be the characteristic function of N as a subset of X. Then, according to the transformation formula, we have
The desired conclusion follows at once. 
'(T) = J'(T, ©).
Proof. First suppose that 'W is in J'(T). It follows from .9 that f W(., G) = 0 a.e. j; on CTG for every G in ©. Therefore 'IT is a ©-weighting function for T and 'TF is in J'(T, ©). Now assume that 'IF is in J'(T, ©). If we can prove that f W is a weighting function for T then it will follow that 'ΐFis in J\T). Thus, let A be a set in St. If / is a g.l.b. f.W. and if H is the characteristic function of CA then
REMARK. Thus the set J\T, @) actually does not depend on © and, in fact, is identical to J'(T). In the sequel we shall always consider J\T) rather than J'(Γ, ©).
LEMMA 11. Assume A0*~A3. Assume that r
W is a weighting function for T and suppose that there is a function f in Lf(μ) for which
Proof. First we prove that /is in J{T). Let N be a y-null set in 5Ji. There is a y-null set A in 2ί such that NaA.
Then
To complete the proof, we must show that 'W and / satisfy the transformation formula (see 4). Let H be the characteristic function of a set A in 21 and let M be in 3JL Then
Next let H be the characteristic function of a set N in 5ft and let M be in 901. There is a set A in SI such that JVcA and v(A Π CN) = 0. Denote by iJ x the characteristic function of A. Since / is in J(T) we have
Now that the transformation formula is proved for characteristic functions of sets in ?ί, we can complete the proof that the transformation formula holds by using familiar theorems and arguments from measure theory. 
. μ on S for each n. Define a function f having domain S by putting f(s) = lim n f n (s) if \im n f n (s) exists and setting f(s) -0 otherwise. Then 'W is in J'(T) if and only if r W(., S) is in Lt(v), or, equivalently, if and only if f is in Lt(μ). And if 'W is in J'(T) then f is a
The proof is routine and we omit it. For the proof of (b) one can use .6 and .11. REMARKS 14. The standard hypotheses A0*-A3 set forth above are not sufficient for the present study because we are now concerned with the composition Φ o T of two transformations T and Φ. Hence we introduce two additional lists of statements denoted by B0*-B3 and C0*-C3. The statements B0*-B3 are obtained from the statements A0*-A3 by replacing {S, 3Ji, μ) by {X, % v}, {X, % v] by {Γ, β, λ}, T by Φ, and SI by g throughout the statements A0*-A3. The statements C0*-C3 are obtained from the statements A0*-A3 by replacing {X, 5Ji, v} by {Y, ®,X}, T hy φoT, and 21 by g throughout the statements A0*-A3.
It is easy to check that all of the statements A0*-A3, B0*-B3, and C0*-C3 are satisfied if one assumes merely A0*-A3, BO*, B2, B3, and the inclusion (φo T)~1 C $ c 23ΐ.
THEOREM 15. Assume A0*-A3, B0*-B3, and C0*-C3. 
a.e. λ on Y and
a.e. λ on Y for every k, m, n and ilί. It follows from .12 that lim m Ύ(y, E(k, n, M)Π E m ) = Ύ(y, E{k y n, M)) a.e. λ on Y for every k, n, and M. Hence for every M in Wl there is a λ-null set K(M) in ^ such that the relations , E(k, n, Λf)) .
We shall denote the characteristic function of a set N in 9ΐ by iί(., iV). For every pair ?% and n in Z + define a function fc mπ having domain X x 9Ji by setting Since / is in J(T), /= Oa.e. μ on T~\X -U J&J. Hence (4), (5), and the monotone convergence theorem lead to ( 6 ) [
for every F in g and M in 201. In particular we have
\ f U{., S)dx -( 'W(., S)gdv = ί f(goT)dμ .

JY JX JS
We deduce that '£/(., S) is in Lf(λ) if and only if 'W(., S)g is in Lΐ(v), or, equivalently, if and only if f(go T) is in Lt(μ).
The final statement of the conclusion of the theorem follows from .11 and (6).
DEFINITION 16. Assume A0*-A3, B0*-B3, and C0*-C3. Assume REMARKS 17. Throughout the rest of 1 we consider a "factoring problem," that is, we assume A0*-A3, B0-*B3, and C0*-C3 and assume that f U is in J'(φo T) and attempt to find conditions under which r U can be expressed as a chain product of weighting functions 'W in J'{T) and 'V in J'(Φ). (φo T) . In this setting one may ask whether it is always possible to "factor" '[/ as a chain product; that is, one may ask whether it is always possible to obtain 'W in J'{T) and f V in J(Φ) such that 'U is a chain product of 'W and 'F.
'W is in J'(T), Ύ is in J'(Φ), and 'U is in J'(Φ<> T). 'U is a chain
The following example reveals that the answer is no.
EXAMPLE 20. Let R n denote real Euclidean ^-space and let λd enote ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Define sets and T(u, v) -(u, v -4) if (u, v) 
Define a real valued function h having domain S by setting h(s) = 1 for every s in S. In view of 11 and (1), r U is in J'(φo T) and fe is a g.l.b./.C7.
We use .18 to prove that 'U cannot be factored as a chain product. Indeed if it were possible to express r U as a chain product of f W in J'(!Γ) and 'F in J'(Φ) then by .18 there would be functions/ in J(T) and g in J(Φ) such that h = f (g o T) a.e. μ on £.
Since / is in J(T), f = 0 a.e. μ on T-\A = S 2 . But then h = 0 a.e. μ on S 2 ; this is a contradiction. This example illustrates the following theorem.
THEOREM 21. Assume A0*-A3, B0*-B3, and C0*-C3. Assume that f
JJ is in J\Φ° T) and that r U can be factored as a chain product of weighting functions in J f {T) and J'{Φ). If A is a v-null set in
Proof. Let h be a g.l.b./.J7. By .18, h must be in J(T). The desired conclusion follows at once. REMARKS 22. Assume A0*-A3. A set A τ in 21 is termed an essential T-set if it is v-null and if for every v-null set N in Sft it is true that T~\N Π CA T ) is a μ-null set in 27ϊ. It is known [4, Lemma 3, p. 235] that essential T-sets always exist. An essential T-set is, in effect, a v-null set whose inverse image under T is maximal.
The theorem in .21 has a partial converse. In .25 we present an example which shows that the condition that v{X -Φ~ιF φ ) be finite cannot be dropped entirely from .23 and which suggests the difficulty involved when v(X -Φ^Fφ) is infinite. satisfied except for the assumption that v(X -Φ~ιF φ ) be finite. Now h cannot be written as a product fg of functions / in Lΐ(μ) and g in Lt(μ) (cf. 13,28 b) of [8] ). Hence, in view of .18, 'U cannot be factored as a chain product of weighting functions 'W in J r {T) and 'V in J'(Φ).
2* Chain products in other settings. Formulas for the transformation of integrals in a measure-theoretic context have been established in [10] and [4] . These results are developed in settings which are special instances of the setting established by imposing the hypotheses A0-A3. We can prove theorems in these other settings which are analogous to those proved in §1. These results are, in a sense, special cases of those in § 1; for they are derivable from the results of § 1 together with key theorems which relate the weighting functions of § 1 to the weight (and quasi-weight) functions of [10] and the weighing functions of [4] Now we recast the results of § 1 in the setting first described in [10] . REMARKS 1. The transformation theory presented in [10] is developed in a setting which is established by imposing certain hypotheses. Among these are statements denoted by H1-H9, H9*, H11-H13, and H*. See §1 and §7 of [10] , § 1 of [3], § 5 of [4] , and §1 of [5] for complete statements of these hypotheses. Actually, one can follow what ensues simply by reading H1-H9 in § 1 of [10] , Hll-H12 in §7 of [10] , and §9 of [10] . Assume H1-H8. Then, according to §5 of [4], the statements A0-A3 hold if we put X= S', 9ΐ = 2ft', v = μ\ 21 = SB' , and © = ©. Whenever H1-H8 are in effect we shall always make these notational identifications. , a "transformation formula" holds for W and /.) Define J"(T, μ, μ', SB) -J"(T) to be the set of all weight functions W f for T for which T is ACW (see §1 and 3.4 of [10] ). Define J'*(T, μ, μ', ®) = J'*{T) to be the set of all quasi-weight functions W for T for which T is ACW (see 5. 1 of [4] ). Connections between these sets and J'(T) appear in .3. REMARKS 3. For the reader's convenience we list several results from other papers. We assume that H1-H8 are satisfied. [6] , although there are some minor differences in notation. Also let H1T''-H9T", H9*T", H11T"-H13T", and H*T" be the statements obtained respectively from H1-H9, H9*, H11-H13, and H* by making these replacements: Replace {S', W, μ'} by {S", W, μ"}, T by T" = TΌT, 95' by W, D' by D"(T"), W by U', and w by u. Full statements of H1T"-H9T" and H11T"-H13T" appear in Chapter V in [6] . Now assume that all of the statements H1-H8 and HlT r -H8T' hold. Then all of the statements H1T"-H8T" are satisfied if one assumes merely that H5T", H7T", and H8T" hold, that (T'O-^'cSTO, and that T"2)c:2Ή" (cf. Chapter V in [6] ). Note also that if Hll holds so does HUT"; and, if H12 holds then so does H12T". In 2.5-2-12 we shall assume that H1-H8, H1T'-H8T', and H1T"-H8T" are in effect. The statements A0-A3, B0-B3, and CO-C3 all hold if we put X=S',W =a»', v = μ',Φ=T' f yί = S5',Γ = S", & = 2Ji", λ -μ" f g = 35", © = S), and § = ©'. Throughout 2.5-2.14 we shall always make these notational identifications. Proof. This lemma follows from 1.16, .5 and .3(iii) . THEOREM 
(i) Assume that W is in J'*(T) and that V is in J'*(T').
Let f be a g. 
in J'*(T") such that f(goT) is a g.l.b.f.U. if and only if gW(., S) is in Lf(μ'), or, equivalently, if and only if f(go T) is in Lt(μ).
(ii) Assume also H*T". Then (i) is true if J'* is replaced throughout by J n .
